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New Direct Long-haul Charters by World2Fly & DER
Touristik
Starting this winter season, one of the biggest travel agency groups in the Czech
Republic, DER Touristik, is launching new direct charter flights from Prague to exotic
destinations. These recently announced long-haul flights will be operated by World2Fly,
taking passengers from Prague directly to the popular city of Punta Cana in the Dominican
Republic and also to brand new destinations like Phu Quoc in Vietnam and Abel
Santamaría Airport in Santa Clara, Cuba.

Eurowings Launches Three New Routes from Prague
At the beginning of June, Eurowings officially launched its new routes form Prague to
three places in Greece, confirming the popularity of the country as a destination,
especially between June and September. This Prague Airport based carried now flies to
Zakynthos once a week and Rhodes and Corfu twice weekly.
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Icelandair Inaugurates Prague – Keflavik
Service

Explore

On 1st June, the Icelandair inaugural flight from Keflavik to Prague took place. The event
was attended by the carrier’s as well as Prague Airport’s representatives, who delivered
speeches, ceremonially cut a cake, and distributed gifts from the airline. The new direct
connection does not only boost outbound tourism from the Czech Republic to Iceland, but
also allows passengers to reach multiple points in North America available through
Icelandair’s wide network in the area.

Two Airlines to Start Operating Flights to Tirana This
Winter
June has seen not one, but two airlines announcing new services from Prague to Tirana.
Ryanair will start flying on the route on 31st October (every Tuesday and Saturday), while
Wizz Air will commence their four-weekly operations on 18th December. Thus, from the
2023 Winter Season, passengers travelling from Prague Airport will be able to reach
Tirana directly every day except Thursday

Qatar Airways Cargo Celebration of 1000 Flights from
Prague to Doha
This month, a huge milestone was reached at Prague Airport by Qatar Airways Cargo. The
carrier celebrated its 1000th flight on the route from Prague to Doha. On the occasion, a
specially dispatched Boeing 777 freighter in the Moved by People livery was greeted at
Prague Airport by a water salute. Invited business partners could admire the one-of-a-kind
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freighter from the inside during the event and enjoy the festive programme alongside the
airline’s highest representatives, who flew to Prague for the occasion.

Czech Airlines Launches New Route to Madrid
On 29th June, Czech Airlines inaugurated its new service from Prague to Madrid. The
flights will be operated twice weekly, on Thursdays and Sundays, by Boeing 737-800
aircraft for 189 passengers. The carrier also celebrates 100-year anniversary this year
Autumn, so we would like to congratulate Czech Airlines for the impressive milestone!
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